
Category: Technical: Dribbling and RWB
Difficulty: Academy Sessions

Pro-Club: Steel Sports
Keith Mccready, Kingston, United States of America

Canton Youth Soccer - Dribbling - Conditioned Games

Teams play 3v3 to endzones. Blue score in the red flag endzone
and red score in the Yellow flag endzone. Players score by
dribbling into the endzone.
CONDITIONS:
The one restriction is that players can not pass forward - only back
and sideways.
If they pass forward then it is a foul.
Coaching Points:
Speed of dribble
Turn away from pressure
Recognition of space/opponent
Possess the ball by playing backwards to target if needed.

Soccer Rugby

Keep ball in the area (making 5 passes is worth 1 goal)
When opportunity arises, beat defender to get in to the end zone
for 2 goals.
Can score 1 goal by dribbling through poles
5v5 to end zone - (3 x 4 mins) Players must dribble into end zone
to score. Ball must be passed through middle cones before ball
can be dribbled back out to attack other end.
Coaching Points:
- Attack space
- Decoy runs
- Support runs in aid of switching play
- Apply variety of skills to beat the defender such as scissor, drop
of the shoulder, body movements.

Possession to end zones (15 mins)

Ball can only move from the middle third and to the final third by
dribbling
Coaching Points:
- First touch forward
- Attack space quickly
- Read the defensive shape and exploit weaknesses

Sections (15 mins)



Possession to score 6v6 to end zone - Players must dribble into
end zone to score. Ball must be dribbled through middle cones
before ball can be dribbled back out to attack other end. (1)
defender can follow into the end zone, attacking player must use
dribble/protect skills to score.
Aim: to dribble into end zone for a point.To penetrate must dribble
forward
Coaching Points:
- Sheilding - arm out to feel defender
- body between ball and defender
- use outside of foot away from defender
- strong body to prevent being knocked off the ball
- Attack space

Dribble to score (15 mins)

Small sided games - even players in each team
Team Scores by dribbling into their attacking endzone
Players will match up with a player on the opposing team and can
only defend that player (not allow to winthe ball off of any one else
apart from the player they are marking)
Coaching Points:
Encourage sheilding in a live setting
Awareness of space/ pressure
Exploit 1v1/2v1 situations
Movement of supporting players to relieve pressure

Man To Man (15 mins)

Set Up: 2v2 continous. When the attacking team shoot (score or
miss) they immediately become the defending team. They defend
against the next to players in the opposiing team who bring on the
ball. eg ifthe blue team on the left field try and score, once they
shoot the next team in red become the new attackers against the
team ib blue who just attacked (the red team who were defending
leave the field and join the backof their team)
Aims:
Transition
combination play
1v1 attacking
1v1 defending
2v2 attacking/2v2 defending
Coaching Points:
Attack quickly
Alertness
Attack defenders and commit them

Flying Changes (10 mins)
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